Body Armour Selection
When risk assessing attacks against knives and/or firearms, body armour is Personal
Protective Equipment, and deemed as the “last line of defence” in the hierarchy of controls.
If body armour is identified as a countermeasure consider these 5 key points in its selection.

1. What threat(s) are you looking to protect
against?

Body armour is designed to protect against different
threats. It is important to identify which threat you are
concerned about:
-

A slash using a knife
A stab using a knife or spike
A ballistic attack from a handgun or rifle
A combination of the above

2. Protection levels?

The Home Office has accredited body armour
test standards for:
Slash resistance – tested using a Stanley blade
Stab resistance – tested with a knife blade
and/or spike
Bullet resistance – tested against a handgun
(ie low velocity bullets) and/or rifle (ie high
velocity bullets) ammunition.

3. Covertly or Overtly worn?

Body armour is available as:
Overt armour - worn over normal outer layers of clothing.
This can be a visual security deterrent.
Covert or concealed armour - worn discretely underneath
normal clothing.
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4. Accreditation Requirements

Choose a body armour that has been accredited to the
appropriate Home Office standards, choosing the protection
level(s) according to your threat.
If in doubt about a protection scheme, send an email to
CPNI who can confirm whether an armour design has been
accredited to a protection level(s).
NOTE: body armour is not and can never be 100% bullet, stab
or slash proof. Consider other countermeasures, within the
hierarchy of controls, during your risk assessment.

5. Wearing the protection

Individual measuring and fitting of body armour is
of great importance in ensuring it is comfortable to
wear.
Consider:
- The weight of the body armour
- Is the size correct for the individual user?
- Are females being offered formed armour
appropriate for their figure?
- Is it comfortable to wear?
- Is it bulky, impacting the ability to conduct tasks?
- Does it restrict movement of the user?
- Will it increase the heat burden of the user?
Where to find further information

Further guidance can be found at:
- https://www.cpni.gov.uk/body-armour-civilian-security-staff
- https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/home-office-body-armour-standard-2017
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